
Temple Family Bible Study – April 12
th

  

Why should I believe in the resurrection of Jesus? Isn’t it a hoax? 

 

Start the Conversation 

Take a few minutes and listen to “Professor Ron Simpson’s History Class.” What are some of the 

hoaxes that “Professor Simpson” mentions in class? 

Follow this link and listen to the first ten minutes of the sermon audio: 

https://www.templerogers.org/sermons/why-should-i-believe-in-the-resurrection/ 

There have been many fake theories created over the years to try to disprove the authenticity of the 

resurrection of Jesus. Have you ever struggled with believing in the actuality of the resurrection? 

What was the reason for your doubt? 

Are you still struggling with doubts on this issue? 

Turn to the Bible 

In Romans 3:21-26, what do we learn about the purpose of Christ’s death and resurrection? 

In his first letter to the Corinthians (15:1-7), Paul records some of those who witnessed the resurrection 

of Jesus firsthand. Why is it important that there were so many witnesses of Jesus’ resurrection? 

What is so important about the resurrection anyway? (1 Corinthians 15:12-21) 

One of the reasons to believe in the genuineness of the resurrection is because of the large number of 

witnesses who saw Jesus after He rose from the dead. Another reason to believe is because of the life 

transformation that has taken place in the lives of so many who claim to follow Christ. How has 

believing in Jesus Christ and His resurrection transformed your life? What evidence exists of your 

personal transformation? 

Make a Plan 

If you are still struggling with doubts on this issue or would like to know more about the proofs of the 

resurrection of Jesus Christ, listen to the rest of the sermon, “Why should I believe in the resurrection?” 

What will you do this week as evidence of the new life that Christ’s resurrection provides? 
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